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Women's Health in
Autoimmune Diseases
Elaborates on issues of Menstrual Irregularities, contraception and fertility
Addresses the concerns of young females suffering from Autoimmune
Diseases
Discusses in detail about therapy and management facilitating better life for
women with Autoimmune diseases
This book focuses on conveying autoimmune disease expertise to gynecologists and other
clinicians, allowing them to approach the treatment of each disease in a pragmatic manner.
Each chapter reviews the current literature on treatments for autoimmune diseases, especially
under special circumstances like pregnancy; rating disease severity; and providing practical
guidelines based on the current state of knowledge. How autoimmune diseases affect fertility,
and how to best prepare patients with these diseases for pregnancy, is also addressed.
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Unfortunately the current literature does not provide effective guidelines. This book addresses
that shortcoming, and will help clinicians to implement appropriate treatments, while also
outlining possible alternatives in order to provide effective treatment for women living with
autoimmune diseases. It also explores important issues concerning autoimmune diseases in
women such as: lupus nephritis, vasculitis, Sjogren’s syndrome, anti phospholipid syndrome
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and systemic sclerosis, and their potential effects on unborn children. Given its scope, the book
offers a valuable reference guide for Practicing Clinicians, Rheumatologists and Gynecologists,
among others.
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